Clicktale’s integration
with BounceX
Deeper behavioral understanding to unlock
new revenue opportunities

Clicktale aligns with BounceX to create deeper understanding of visitor
behavior and intent. Enhance your knowledge of shopper behavior to
generate the “Aha!” moments that will help refine your People-BasedMarketing (PBM) campaigns and drive incremental sales. Combine
PBM data with Clicktale’s rich behavioral data for additional insights on
consumer attitudes toward your brand’s overall digital experience.

Integration Benefits

Gain deeper insights into shoppers’ behavior and attitudes
Take advantage of Clicktale’s behavioral analytics to interpret shoppers’
Digital Body Language and characterize their intent when interacting
with your brand online.

Make your campaigns more profitable
Gaining a more thorough and nuanced understanding of visitors’
attitudes when engaged in PBM campaigns helps you tailor your
responses to maximize sales and encourage other desired behaviors.

Identify the drivers of campaign success
Begin to identify not only which campaigns are working and how well
but also the underlying behavior that determines their success or failure.
Behavioral insights are a key clue to understand how your specific
choices around content and design will motivate (or fail to motivate)
desired behavior from site visitors.

Discover how to improve future campaigns
Use the insights gained about consumer attitudes and behavior to
design your future campaigns for maximum effectiveness. As you build
an increasingly sophisticated viewpoint on the real human motivations
behind shoppers’ reactions to your digital content, you can better tailor
your entire experience to sell to and ultimately delight your customers.

Use data-rich desktop and mobile
heatmaps to deepen your insights
on user intent and design behavioral
responses to better increase sales.

How it works
Use these easy steps to add BounceX
PBM campaigns to your Clicktale
Experience Analytics

1. Your BounceX representative can order a change to your account to
enable Clicktale visibility into BounceX campaigns.
2. Once complete, campaigns feed data into Clicktale, the same the
rest of your digital content.
3. You can now investigate consumer behavior and attitudes using
Clicktale analytics and heatmaps.

Take advantage of this
integration today

The partnership between Clicktale and BounceX makes it possible
to apply Clicktale’s industry-leading behavioral analytics to your full
omnichannel retail experience. Contact your BounceX representative
to configure campaigns to automatically feed into Clicktale and open
up the opportunity for deeper understanding of visitor intent.
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Clicktale taps into the wisdom and behavior of millions of visitors so that
businesses can deliver the best digital experiences and drive amazing
business results. Complex behavioral patterns are synthesized based on
millisecond-level actions such as hovers and scrolls, enabling businesses
to interpret their customers’ digital body language to understand
intent. The pioneer in Experience Analytics, Clicktale marries
cognitive computing, machine learning and psychological research to
automatically surface issues and answer questions that keep executives
up at night. With unique behavioral data, clear visualizations, and worldclass customer experience expertise, Clicktale is driving the “Experience
Era” at the world’s leading brands and Fortune 500 companies.
Clicktale. Answer anything.
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